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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Riverine deltas and their adjacent coastal plains host 500 million people (Small and
Nicholls , 2003). Deltas are dynamic natural and socio-economic environments that are sen-
sitive to the effects of urbanization, natural disasters and sea level change. Many of the
worlds megacities are located on fragile delta systems, such as Dhaka, Kolkata, Shanghai,
and Bangkok, and projections estimate increasing delta inhabitation with a growing global
population Small and Nicholls (2003); Syvitski et al. (2009). Densely populated areas gener-
ate increased stress on water availability. Deltaic groundwater resources are often vulnerable
to degradation from seawater intrusion or through interaction with saline paleowaters (Tran,
2012). High salinity groundwaters can extend hundreds of kilometers inland from the coast,
severely restricting the use of groundwater for sanitation, drinking and irrigation (Wang
et al., 2013; Tran, 2012; Bahar and Reza, 2010). Where the supply of freshwater is not
adequate, the forced consumption of saline water can impact health by promoting the devel-
opment of renal failure, kidney disease, hypertension and gastrointestinal irritation (Davis
and DeWiest , 1966; Plunkett , 1976; Khan et al., 2011).
This study of saline groundwaters is located in Bangladesh, on the Ganges-Brahmaputra-
Meghna (GBM) River delta, the largest and most densely populated delta system in the
world. The GBM deltaic plains sustain rich fisheries and agriculture, which support a pop-
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ulation of 160 million people, giving Bangladesh one of the highest population densities in
the world. For water resources, these people have traditionally used surface water that is
often laden with pathogens. In an attempt to reduce disease stemming from polluted surface
water, millions of tube wells were drilled to extract the shallow groundwater at the end of the
twentieth century. In many places though, the shallow groundwater is contaminated with
arsenic as anoxic conditions within the aquifer permitted the reductive dissolution of ferric
oxyhydroxides and, consequently, the mobilization of arsenic (Alam et al., 2002; McArthur
et al., 2001). Arsenic concentrations 200 times greater than the World Health Organization
guideline for drinking water motivated extensive studies on the geochemical controls of ar-
senic release and the characterization of the hydrogeology in Bangladesh (Michael and Voss ,
2009; Ravenscroft et al., 2005; Bahar and Reza, 2010).
The Bengal basin is bounded by the Himalayas and the Shillong Plateau to the north, the
Indian craton to the west and the Indo-Burman ranges to the east (Morgan and McIntire,
1959). The massive Holocene floodplains consist of poorly developed, immature silt and
clay soils that are underlain by Himalayan derived sediments deposited since the Pliocene
(Alam et al., 1990; Ravenscroft et al., 2005; Morgan and McIntire, 1959). On a national
scale, the simplified hydrogeology is represented by two distinct aquifers vertically separated
by Pleistocene clays (MPO , 1987). The basin is often treated as homogenous and isotropic,
but is more accurately represented as zonally homogenous and partitioned by hydrogeologic
properties that describe the heterogeneity of each region (Michael and Voss , 2009). Raven-
scroft et al. (2005) proposed three groundwater flow systems that operate simultaneously
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on different scales: (1) local topographic constrained flow over a distance of a few kilome-
ters and several meters to tens of meters deep, (2) an intermediate flow system between
regionally prominent topographic features with flow paths tens of kilometers long, extensive
residence times of hundreds to thousands of years and operating depths of one to several
hundred meters deep, and (3) a basin-scale flow system with gradient driven flow from the
basin boundaries to the coast, residence times of tens of thousands of years and operating
depths of more than two hundred meters.
1.1 Motivation
Although arsenic in groundwater is a serious issue in many areas of the GBM delta,
high salinity also affects the adequacy of the water supply and further complicates drinking
water issues on the lower delta plain. It is estimated that twenty million coastal inhabitants
in Bangladesh are directly affected by saline drinking water (Khan et al., 2011). In rural
areas, many tubewells are drilled to depths less than 50 meters, and these shallow wells pro-
duce water of varying salinity. In the Southwest region, the salinity of the shallow aquifers
(<100 meters) generally increases from north to south, although there are pockets of fresh
or modestly saline water in the more saline portions of the shallow aquifer (Yu et al., 2010;
WARPO , 2008–2009; Bahar and Reza, 2010; George, 2013). Initially, the brackish ground-
water in the coastal regions of Bangladesh was thought to originate from modern seawater
through tidal channel mixing, flood inundation, and seawater intrusion and this hypothesis
is frequently cited as the source of shallow and deep groundwater salinity (Alam, 1996; Khan
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et al., 2011; MPO , 1987; Bahar and Reza, 2010; Zahid et al., 2008; Hoque et al., 2003a). Al-
though seawater intrusion may explain deep aquifer salinity, it is an unlikely explanation of
shallow groundwater salinity hundreds of kilometers inland from the coast (Delsman et al.,
2013; Michael et al., 2013). Tasich and Hornberger (2012) demonstrated that surface water–
groundwater interactions are minimal due to the low permeability of the tidal channel banks
and George (2013) showed that groundwater salinity is not correlated with areas of flood
inundation. We hypothesize that the shallow brackish water is paleo-seawater deposited
within the early holocene. During the construction of the tide-influenced-lower deltaplain,
saline porewaters were co-deposited along with the sediments that form the shallow aquifer
(Delsman et al., 2013; Hoque et al., 2003a; Goodbred and Kuehl , 2000).
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1.2 Research Questions
The research questions for the study are:
1. Is the shallow (less than 100 m) groundwater modern or connate (water trapped in
pores during deposition)?
(a) Is modern seawater influence a likely explanation of salinity?
(b) Can the shallow aquifer salinity be explained by the mixing of paleo-seawater and
fresh meteoric water?
2. What controls the salinity distribution?
(a) Does the variable thickness of the surface confining unit allow isolated pockets of
direct recharge?
5
Chapter II
METHODS
This study employs a combination of 3H and 14C dating, electromagnetic (EM) subsurface
mapping, and a 2D solute transport model and focused on the smallest hydrogeological scale
presented above by Ravenscroft et al. (2005).
2.1 Study Site: Polder 32
In the 1960s Bangladesh began promoting the use of polders to expand and develop rice
production in delta lowlands (Brammer , 1983; Hoque et al., 2003b). A polder is a section of
low-lying land that has been reclaimed from marine or alluvial environments and protected
by embankments. The shallow groundwater beneath polders in the southwest region of the
country is primarily brackish (∼5 g/l) with isolated instances where much fresher (<1.5
g/l) water can be found (Figure 2.1). A small scale hydrologic investigation of groundwater
salinity beneath a 60 km2 polder, Polder 32 (polder numbers generated by the Bangladesh
Water Development Board), located in southwest Bangladesh was undertaken to explore
possible hydrogeological explanations of the distribution of water salinities in the shallow
aquifer. Polder 32 is located in the Ganges Delta, in the Dacope Upazila, 90 km inland from
the Bay of Bengal and 30 km southwest of the city of Khulna (Figure 2.1). A formerly forested
mangrove system, the polder is hedged by tidal channels that are former distributaries of the
6
Figure 2.1: Study site, Polder 32 in Southwest Bangladesh, with variable tubewell salinity
(George, 2013).
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Ganges River. Its lower half lies adjacent to a protected mangrove forest while its upper half
is surrounded by other polders and agricultural land. Sediment data collected on the polder
reveals a mud confining unit underlain primarily by sands with small mud units throughout
(figure 2.2). The hydrogeology of the Khulna region has been generally described as a
three aquifer system consisting of a semi-confined, shallow Holocene aquifer extending 100
meters below ground level (bgl) that is vertically separated from two Pleistocene aquifers,
which extend 200 and 300 meters bgl (Rahman et al., 2011b; Burgess et al., 2010). The local
economy is supported primarily by mixed rice cultivations and shrimp aquaculture. A recent
survey taken on Polder 32 indicates that almost three quarters of the polder residents use
shallow groundwater as their main source of drinking water for at least some portion of the
year (Laura Benneyworth, personal communication). During the dry season, the livelihood
of polder communities are dependent on access to fresh water, and members of households
periodically walk over two kilometers to gather water from less saline wells.
2.2 Isotopes
2.2.1 Sample Collection
Water was collected from five pre-existing tubewells (depths of 20-50 meters, Figure 2.2)
located on the polder, including a monitoring well located at a Managed Artificial Recharge
(MAR) site (Figure 2.3). The wells were chosen based on knowledge of regional flow from
the northwest to southeast. The wells were purged one well volume prior to sampling. The
sample bottles were rinsed thoroughly with formation water prior to collecting the samples.
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Figure 2.2: Figure based on sediment core data collected on Polder 32 by Wilson et al., 2013.
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In order to reduce interaction with the atmosphere, the well heads were removed and a
peristaltic pump was used to extract the water and fill the sample containers. The water
samples for Carbon-14 (14C) analysis were collected in 1-L Nalgene plastic bottles and the
samples were pre-treated with one gram of NaOH to fix carbonate species within the sample.
The water samples for tritium (3H) analysis were collected in 0.5-L glass bottles. All bottles
were sealed with tape to ensure no interaction with the atmosphere.
2.2.2 Laboratory Methods
Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) was analyzed using accelerated mass spectrometry at
Geochron Laboratories, Chelmsford, MA. Tritium analysis was conducted at the Dissolved
and Noble Gas Lab, University of Utah, using helium ingrowth, a technique pioneered by
Cook and Solomon (1997). High concentrations of tritium were added to the atmosphere in
the mid twentieth century as the result of thermonuclear testing. This allows tritium to be
used a historical, slug-like tracer and is indicative of the influence of modern water.
2.2.3 Correction for Carbon-14 Dates
Raw radiocarbon dates were calculated using the following equation,
14Cage(yrs) =
1
−λ ∗ ln(
14Cpm
100
), (2.1)
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where 14Cpm is the percent modern DIC in the groundwater, and λ is 8035 years, the half life
of 14C divided by the ln(2). The raw dates were then calibrated using the OxCal software,
Bronk (2013); Ramsey (2009), which uses the most recent calibration curve, IntCal-13,
generated by Reimer et al. (2013).
The correction model is taken from a previous groundwater investigation in Bangladesh
completed by Hoque and Burgess (2012). 14C and 3H data were compiled to estimate the
initial activity of 14C and 87 percent modern was used to correct the raw radiocarbon dates
(figure 3.1) (Hoque and Burgess , 2012; Geyh et al., 2000). The dates were calculated using
the following equation,
14Cage(yrs) =
1
−λ ∗ ln(
14Cpm
87
), (2.2)
The corrected ages were then calibrated using the OxCal software.
2.3 Electromagnetic Induction
EM surveys have been shown to provide useful insights to grain size distribution and
porosity estimations (Evans et al., 2001; Triantafilis and Lesch, 2005; Smith and Sjogren,
2006). A Geophex GEM-2 handheld, multi-frequency terrain conductivity meter was used to
investigate the EM response of the shallow subsurface. Multiple transects were taken laterally
on the polder while recording transmission frequencies of 1530 Hz, 5310 Hz, and 63030
Hz (Figure 2.3). These frequencies were chosen because their range allows EM analysis of
different depths. The GEM-2 was operated in a horizontal coplanar orientation 1 meter above
the ground surface. A GPS was used to determine points along the transect and line-of-sight
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was used to traverse the landscape. The inphase and quadrature data were converted into
apparent conductivity using a conductive and magnetic half-space model by an application in
the Aeroquest software (Huang and Won, 2000). The 1-D inversion model was created using
the University of British Columbia Geophysical Inversion facility (UBC-GIF) EM1DFM
inversion program. The program constructs 1-D models for frequency-domain EM data
(Farquharson, 2000). The inphase and quadrature observations were presented in parts per
million, and an electrical conductivity model was created (with fixed magnetic susceptibility).
Each sounding from the transect is interpreted independently, and a composite 2-D model is
created. The starting conductivity model file consisted of eight equally spaced layers with a
basement half-space below 20 meters. The inversion trade-off parameter was automatically
chosen using the generalized cross-validation criterion. The EM1DFM output was scanned
with eight color bands to smooth the data. Areas of high background noise and model
artifacts were smoothed to a greater extent. The smoothing process did not change the
model structure.
2.4 Finite Element Model
The 2-D finite element mesh was generated using DistMesh, a mesh generator for MAT-
LAB (Persson and Strang , 2004). A relatively coarse mesh was chosen as the modelling is an
exploratory analysis. The model depicts the numerical solution of the advection-dispersion
12
Figure 2.3: Tube well, sediment core and EM transect locations
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equation (ADE),
∂c
∂t
= −ux ∂c
∂x
− uy ∂c
∂y
+ [D∗ +Dx]
∂2c
∂x2
+ [D∗ +Dy]
∂2c
∂y2
+ γ, (2.3)
where ∂c
∂t
is the change in salt concentration over time, ux and uy are the advection terms
and [D∗ +Dx] and [D∗ +Dy] are the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients, where D∗ is the
molecular diffusion coefficient and Dx and Dy are the mechanical dispersion terms. The
advection terms in Equation 3 are calculated by numerically solving the groundwater flow
equation over the mesh using fixed head boundary conditions,
∂
∂x
(
T
∂h
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
T
∂h
∂y
)
+R = 0, (2.4)
where T is the transmissivity and ∂h
∂x
is the change in hydraulic head in the x direction, ∂h
∂y
in
the y direction and R [Lt−1] is local recharge which was added to select elements to represent
possible localized pathways through the clay cap. Two different T scenarios were used in
the model, (1) isotropic and T and (2) anisotropic T where 300 elements were randomly
selected to be assigned a smaller T value (table II.1). The equations were implicitly solved
and weighted using the Galerkin weighted residual method.
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2.4.1 Boundary Conditions
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions were implemented in the model (Figure
2.4). The northernmost boundary is a fixed head boundary condition and an advective flux
solute transport boundary condition. The boundaries along the side of the model are zero
flux boundaries. The two southern most boundaries were fixed head boundary and flux
boundaries involving only advection. The velocity component normal to the boundary ele-
ments was calculated using a time step of one year. The calculated normal velocities were
multiplied by concentration, element length, and aquifer depth to obtain a mass flux at the
specified boundaries. The model was initialized with a salinity of 6.3 g/l, which is the cur-
rent annual mean of the salinities in the tidal channels surrounding the polder (Auerbach,
2013). Time zero in the model was informed by the isotope results, and was set to 6000 YBP.
2.4.2 Direct Recharge Elements
Direct recharge refers to meteoric water that falls on the surface and infiltrates into the
shallow aquifer. Direct recharge was included in both the flow and transport equations at
selected elements by using the source terms in Equations 3 and 4.
15
Figure 2.4: Boundary Conditions used for the finite element model. Dirichlet boundary
condition in the northwest and southeast for groundwater flow equation, and Neumann
boundary conditions in the northwest and southeast for the advection dispersion equation.
Zero flux boundaries along the sides of the model domain
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Table II.1 Model Parameters and Boundary conditions.
Parameter Units Value Source
Medium T (medium sands) km2yr−1 2.5e-3 Fetter (2001)
Low T (fine sands) km2yr−1 2.5e-5 Fetter (2001)
Annual Recharge mmyr−1 50 Shamsuddah (2011)
Dispersivity kmyr−1 0.5-1.0 Gelhar (1992)
Diffusion Coefficient kmyr−1 1e-6 Flury (2002)
Initial salinity g/l 6.3 Auerbach (2013)
Time zero yrs 6000 Carbon Isotopes
17
Chapter III
RESULTS
3.1 Isotopes
The DIC in the groundwater ranges from ∼50-70 percent modern (PM) 14C exclud-
ing the managed artificial recharge site (Table III.1,Figures 3.1,3.2). The MAR site, with
forced surface water recharge, contains modern water and is not considered in the analysis
of groundwater samples. The lowest PM DIC is found in the GW-11 site located in the
northernmost extent of the groundwater sampling sites. The highest PM DIC is found in
the GW-29 site, which is located in the southern half of the Polder. The GW-12 and GW-37
sites contains DIC that is 60-70 PM (Figure 3.2). The OxCal calibration software reports
age ranges within the 95.4% probability interval; the average of the upper and lower age
bounds is used in Table 1. Accounting for the PM DIC in recharge water from eq. 2, and
using the most recent calibration curve, (Reimer et al., 2013) the groundwater age ranges
from ∼ 1500-5000 BP. Tritium was relatively high in the MAR site, and was detected in all
of the sites.
3.2 Electromagnetic Induction
The electrical conductivity of the shallow subsurface generally increases towards the south
of the Polder (Figure 3.3). The highest frequency (63030 Hz) induced a quadrature current,
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Table III.1 Isotope results from 5 tubewells on Polder 32.a
Sample PM 14C C1 OxCal C1 C2 OxCal C2 δ13C (%) TU
GW-11 51.1 ± 0.2 5550 6230 4440 4960 2.7 0.11 ± 0.02
GW-12 60.1 ± 0.2 4210 4660 3060 3280 3.8 0.05 ± 0.02
GW-29 75.6 ± 0.3 2310 2260 1160 1090 -8.6 0.02 ± 0.04
GW-37 70.7 ± 0.2 2870 2890 1720 1630 -5.7 0.08 ± 0.02
GW-MAR 104.2 ± 0.3 Modern x x x -19.3 3.42 ± 0.11
aAll of the dates presented are YPB. MAR- Managed Artificial Recharge site, PM- percent modern C-14,
C1- uncorrected ages from eq.1, OxCal C1- calibrated C1 ages, C2- corrected ages from eq. 2, OxCal C2-
calibrated C2 ages, δ13C- percent carbon-13, TU- tritium units.
Figure 3.1: Scatter plot of tritium and carbon 14. Note the increase in TU around 87
percent modern carbon and the initial activity of carbon in equation 2.2. Previous studies
from Hoque and Burgess (2012)
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Figure 3.2: Results from isotope analysis. The carbon isotopes suggest older water in the
north and younger water towards the south. Detectable tritium values were found in all
of the wells, with a higher concentration in the north and the highest concentration at the
MAR site.
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that when converted to electrical conductivity (EC), records the highest EC on average, the
lowest frequency (1530) records the lowest EC on average and the mid-range frequency (5310
Hz) records intermediate EC on average (Figure 3.3). The transects at a given frequency
show lateral variation in conductivity. The vertical structure of the subsurface is estimated by
the inversions of the EM signals for each frequency. The inversions reveal a more conductive
geologic unit over a less conductive geologic unit for each transect, with lateral variability
in thickness and sediment composition (Figure 3.3). EC is inversely related to hydraulic
conductivity (Smith and Sjogren, 2006), so we interpret the high EC areas to represent areas
of lower hydraulic conductivity (mud), and areas of low EC to be larger grain sediments with
a higher hydraulic conductivity (sands).
3.3 Finite Element model
The model was run using two different transmissivity (T) scenarios, isotropic T (Fig. 3.4
A) and randomly generated anisotropic T (Fig. 3.4 B). The cyan elements are arbitrarily
selected locations of direct recharge. The results to the flow equation (eq. 4) for the two
different T scenarios are represented by A1 and B1 in Figure 3.4. The results to the solute
transport equation (eq. 3) are represented by A2:A4 and B2:B4. Different T scenarios
change the direction and magnitude of the flow vectors. Scenario A generally advects water
away from the recharge sites towards the lower head boundaries. The salinity transport
for scenario A shows a gradual freshening progression with fresher elements located around
recharge locations. Scenario B generated vectors in complex patterns reflecting the random
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Figure 3.3: The electrical conductivity (EC) results for three different frequencies, for three
transects. An inversion model was built for each transect using the inphase and quadrature
data. The inversions reveal a higher EC unit (delineated with a black line), underlain by
units with a lower EC, which is interpreted as muds underlain by sands. A depth was not
assigned for the inversion, as each layered earth model should be viewed in light of relative
variability in thickness and sediment composition.
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Figure 3.4: Results from the FEM model. The left side of the figure is the two different
stratigraphy scenarios (A) isotropic transmissivity and (B) randomly generated anisotropic
transmissivity. A1 and B1 are the solutions to the flow equation (eq. 4) for each scenario.
The solute transport equation was calculated for 6000 yrs using a starting salinity value of
6.3 g/l. A4 and B4 are the present day concentrations calculated by the model. The box
and whisker plots show the salinity concentrations currently on Polder 32 (data) and the
modelled concentrations for each scenario (A4 and B4)
assignment of transmissivities. The salinity transport for scenario B provides similar patterns
to A, but exhibits greater spatial variance than scenario A (Figure 3.4). The box and whisker
plots show that both scenarios generated salinities similar to the current day salinity values.
23
Chapter IV
DISCUSSION
The carbon isotopes indicate connate groundwater that was deposited between 1000-
6500 years BP, and the tritium present in all the samples suggests the possible infiltration of
small amounts fresh meteoric recharge. The groundwater age range reflects the delta building
processes occurring at the time of aquifer deposition. As sea-level rise slowed around 7000
years BP, the GBM delta changed from an aggradational system to a progradational system
(Goodbred and Kuehl , 2000). Muddy sands were deposited on the lower delta creating the
shallow aquifer. The confining unit was subsequently deposited during annual tidal channel
flooding prior to polder construction. The chemistry of the connate water is a mixture of the
tidal channel water composition during aquifer deposition, which was most likely between 5-
10 g/l salinity (Auerbach, 2013). The ages and current salinities of the groundwater support
a conceptual mixing model that does not involve interaction with modern seawater from the
Bay of Bengal.
The EM results suggest that the confining mud unit varies in thickness across the polder,
which is consistent with sediment data (Figure 2.2). The inversion indicates that there are
areas where the mud cap is thin or non-existent, which would allow vertical infiltration of
rain water during the wet season. Previous studies have used frequency domain EM to
delineate areas of direct recharge based on soil texture (Cook et al., 1989, 1992; Aziz et al.,
24
2008). There is concern that fixed-geometry broadband EM instruments, such as the GEM-
2, prevent the construction of meaningful layered earth models (McNeill , 1996). This is
due to equivalence, where many different layered earth models will give the same measured
response with frequency. Other investigations suggest this problem can be overcome with
a source cancellation scheme embedded in the receiver coil, which is present in the GEM-2
(Won, 2003). Regardless of the debate surrounding the use of broadband EM induction
to resolve layered earth models, this current investigation reveals much lateral variability
in EC for each transect (Figure 3.3). The inversions do not use discrete depth values, due
to some of the issues mentioned above. The vertical profile should be interpreted in light
of the internal variation within each model, and can not be accurately compared between
different transects as each model has a different mean EC, which is related to the bulk grain
size (Triantafilis and Lesch, 2005). There exists significantly varied EM responses across
the polder that suggest changes in sediment texture – allowing greater recharge in isolated
locations. Without significant head gradients to drive flow, the freshwater entering the
aquifer will slowly advect and propagate throughout the aquifer by mechanical dispersion and
molecular diffusion (Figure 4.2). The embankments protecting the polder prevent frequent
tidal channel inundation and the addition of saltwater to the aquifer, suggesting that recharge
water is primarily fresh, meteoric water (Auerbach, 2013). Complex delta forming processes
have most likely created preferential flow paths for groundwater through coarse sands of
paleochannels (Mulligan et al., 2007). It is unclear whether these channels are connected
beneath the entire polder, and would require a large scale geophysical effort to determine
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whether they are continuous.
The isotope data and GEM results were used to parametrize the FEM. The carbon
isotopes provided an initial time for the model of 6,000 years. This value was chosen as
it roughly represents the maximum possible age of the shallow groundwater (Table III.1).
The tritium concentrations and GEM results support the possibility of direct recharge, at
least through discrete sites of lower mud content. Based on literature, we allowed 50 mm of
rainwater to infiltrate into the aquifer annually through six arbitrarily chosen recharge sites
(Shamsudduha et al., 2011). The numerical model confirms what the other data suggests:
the salinity distribution can be theoretically explained by a slow freshening of connate tidal
channel water by direct meteoric recharge. The FEM also demonstrates that the system is
advection dominated, and is insensitive to minor changes in aquifer architecture (Figure 3.4).
Heterogeneous transmissivity allows the water to advect with slightly higher velocities as the
areas of preferential flow serve as conduit-like features, but the overall salinity composition
does not change significantly.
The proposed conceptual model consists of a simplified regional hydrogeological system
composed of three distinct aquifers that are likely hydrologically connected (Zahid et al.,
2008; Kinniburgh and Smedley , 2001). In reality, the lithology of these aquifers is complex
and the specific heterogeneity is not well defined (figure 4.2). The salinity in the deeper
aquifers is thought to originate from seawater intrusion (Rahman et al., 2000), paleoseawa-
ter, or some combination of rock dissolution and ion exchange (Rahman et al., 2011a). We
propose that the shallow aquifer salinity can be most easily explained in light of the land
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building processes during the last 10,000 years. The carbon isotopes suggest connate water,
the tritium isotopes and GEM transects indicate small amounts of recharge and the FEM
model elucidates the transport processes that slowly advect infiltrating recharge throughout
the shallow aquifer. The freshwater lenses supplied by direct recharge are susceptible to
salinity degradation from over-pumping (Essaid , 1986; Panday et al., 1993; Motz , 1995).
These finite volumes of fresh drinking water are poorly delineated and sustainable pump-
ing rates are entirely unknown. Without detailed information on the location, fresh water
recharge rates, and extent of the freshwater lenses, there is risk of overpumping these local
sources and contaminating with laterally advected saline groundwater.
The origin of the shallow brackish groundwater in low lying coastal areas involves a com-
plicated story of concurrent landscape and hydrological evolution throughout the Holocene
(Delsman et al., 2013; Tran, 2012; Bahar and Reza, 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Goodbred and
Kuehl , 2000). Varying sediment supply rates, tectonic activity, river avulsions, basin sub-
sidence, eustatic sea-level change and anthropogenic alterations have all influenced aquifer
construction and groundwater chemistry. Delsman et al. (2013) notes that coastal ground-
water reserves are rarely in equilibrium with current boundary conditions, which greatly
complicates modeling the distribution of water salinities. The current groundwater condi-
tion of coastal aquifer systems must by explored in light of the historical development of
groundwater salinity in combination with present day hydrological processes.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of salinity distribution in the regional aquifers and in the
shallow aquifer beneath the Polder. The regional characterization schematic is a simplified
representation of the aquifer systems presented in Kinniburgh and Smedley (2001). We
propose a simple mixing model of connate brackish groundwater with freshwater lenses
sustained by annual meteoric recharge.
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Appendix A
GEM RESULTS
This appendix includes the electrical conductivity data from each transect (Fig. A.1),
and a explanation of the parameters used in the inversion program. The University of
British Columbia Geophysical Inversion Facility (UBC-GIF) produces the inversion program,
EM1DFM (Farquharson, 2000) The inversion program is designed to construct 1D models
using geophysical frequency domain data. EM1DFM requires a set of input files, and the
contents are listed below with brief explanations of what each parameter provides to the
model construction. For more information, the reader is referenced to the supporting material
of the UBC-GIF websites.
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Figure A.1: Complete results from GEM transects. The colors are for the different frequen-
cies and the black line and the value to the right of each transect is the mean conductivity
of all of the frequencies. The lowest frequency, 450 Hz, is not shown in figure A.1 because
of the noise associated with the data. Transect T3 was taken along the length of an em-
bankment, hence the curve in the transect and the uniqueness of the electrical conductivity
results. Note the high conductivity values of T5. We attribute these values to locations of
high saline water, and do not interpret the results to provide information for grain size, as
the conductivities are much higher than the other transects.
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A.1 lodi.in
The lodi file is used to format the raw frequency data into the required format.
Input f i l ename . xyz ! Input f i l e name
Outputf i lename . obs ! Output f i l e name
12 ! number o f columns
i gnor e ! i gno r e the f i r s t column
x ! x coord inate data
y ! y coo rd inate data
z m ! Elevat ion o f GEM in meters
1530 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 i 5 . 0 . 1 ! F i f th column
1530 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 q 5 . 0 . 1 ! S ixth column
5310 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 i 5 . 0 . 1 ! Seventh column
5310 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 q 5 . 0 . 1 ! Eighth column
18330 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 i 5 . 0 . 1 ! Ninth column
18330 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 q 5 . 0 . 1 ! Tenth column
63030 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 i 5 . 0 . 1 ! Eleventh column
63030 . z 3 . z m 1 .6 0 . 1 q 5 . 0 . 1 ! Twelfth column
a l ! Use each sounding
A.2 start.con
The start file is the starting conductivity model for the soundings. The first number is the
number of layers, and the following numbers are, on the left, the thickness (m) of the layer
and on the right, the starting conductivity of each later (S/m).
8
3 0 .5
3 0 .5
3 0 .5
3 0 .05
3 0 .05
3 0 .05
3 0 .05
0 0 .05
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A.3 em1dfm.in
The em1dfm file is the main input file for the program, and contains the parameters used
in constructing the model. It allows the user to choose the model type, additional weights,
inversion algorithm and other options.
input ! Root f o r output f i l e names
output . obs ! Name o f the obs e rva t i on s f i l e
1 ! model type
s t a r t . con ! S ta r t i ng conduc t i v i ty model f i l e
s t a r t . con ! Reference ( s m a l l e s t ) conduc t i v i t y model f i l e
0 . ! Re ference s u s c e p t i b i l i t y model f i l e
NONE ! Reference ( f l a t t e s t ) conduc t i v i t y model f i l e
NONE ! Addi t iona l weights
0 .01 1 . ! alpha s & alpha z
3 ! Type o f i n v e r s i o n a lgor i thm
0 .5 ! Max . dec r ea s e o f trad
15 ! Max number o f i t e r a t i o n s in the i n v e r s i o n
DEFAULT ! Small number f o r convergence t e s t s
DEFAULT ! Number o f e x p l i c i t e v a l u a t i on s o f Hankel k e r n e l s
1 ! Flag f o r amount o f output
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Appendix B
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The numerical methods implemented in the code from Appendix A closely followed the
finite element method presented in chapters 10 and 11 of the AGU ebook, Numerical Methods
in the Hydrological Sciences (Hornberger and Wiberg , 2005). The differential equations (eq.
2.3 and 2.4) were solved over a mesh using the Galerkin weighted residual method. Some of
the important conceptual and mathematical aspects are outlined below.
B.1 Background
Due to the complex geometry of the proposed problem–modelling salinity changes through
time over an irregularly shaped mesh with variable transmissivity–the finite element method
is more desirable than the finite difference method. The basis of the finite element method is
to determine a functional approximation to the differential equations. This gives the advan-
tage of obtaining a continuous function over the mesh rather than discrete approximations
at specific nodes. The finite element method also provides simple boundary conditions, and
the freedom to change easily the input parameters for specific elements.
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B.2 Steady State Groundwater Flow Equation
The ground water flow equation in two dimensions:
∂
∂x
(
T
∂h
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
T
∂h
∂y
)
+R = 0, (B.1)
The general coordinates for an element are,
εn(x, y) =
1
2∆
(αn + βnx+ γny), (B.2)
Where,
αi = xjzk − xkzj
βi = yj − yk
γi = xk − xj. (B.3)
The approximation of the head for each element, is the sum of the basis
functions multiplied by the head at each node,
hˆ = εihi + εjhj + εkhk (B.4)
And the change in head in the x direction is,
∂h
∂x
=
1
2∆
Tx [βihi + βjhj + βkhk] (B.5)
and using the notation introduced in eq. B.3, the global conductance matrix
can be written as follows,
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Tx

βiβi
4∆
βiβj
4∆
βiβk
4∆
βjβi
4∆
βjβj
4∆
βjβk
4∆
βkβi
4∆
βkβj
4∆
βkβk
4∆
+ Ty

γiγi
4∆
γiγj
4∆
γiγk
4∆
γjγi
4∆
γjγj
4∆
γjγk
4∆
γkγi
4∆
γkγj
4∆
γkγk
4∆

B.3 Advection Dispersion Equation
∂c
∂t
= −ux ∂c
∂x
− uy ∂c
∂y
+Dx
∂2c
∂x2
+Dy
∂2c
∂y2
+ γ, (B.6)
global “conductance” matrix for the advection terms can be written as follows,
ux

βiβi
6
βiβj
6
βiβk
6
βjβi
6
βjβj
6
βjβk
6
βkβi
6
βkβj
6
βkβk
6
+ uy

γiγi
6
γiγj
6
γiγk
6
γjγi
6
γjγj
6
γjγk
6
γkγi
6
γkγj
6
γkγk
6

and for the dispersion terms,
Dx

βiβi
4∆
βiβj
4∆
βiβk
4∆
βjβi
4∆
βjβj
4∆
βjβk
4∆
βkβi
4∆
βkβj
4∆
βkβk
4∆
+Dy

γiγi
4∆
γiγj
4∆
γiγk
4∆
γjγi
4∆
γjγj
4∆
γjγk
4∆
γkγi
4∆
γkγj
4∆
γkγk
4∆

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Figure B.1: An example calculation for a Neumann boundary condition. The concentration
at the boundary nodes and the velocity components normal to the boundary are used to
calculate the mass flux out of the model domain each time step.
B.4 Flux Boundary Conditions
The flux boundary conditions were handled in a straightforward manner. The concen-
trations and normal velocity components at the two end nodes of a boundary line segment
were integrated over the segment and multiplied at each time step yielding a mass flux out
of the element.
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Appendix C
MATLAB CODE
%MATLAB code to s o l v e the steady s t a t e groundwater f low equat ion and the
%advect ion d i s p e r s i o n equat ion us ing the f i n i t e element method . The work
%was done as part o f a masters p r o j e c t at Vanderb i l t Un ive r s i ty from
%2012−2014.
%Authors : Scott Worland , George Hornberger
%Corresponding Author : Scworland@usgs . gov
%This code uses : distmesh2d .m v1 . 1 , 2012 Per−Olof Persson
%The s c r i p t r e q u i r e s :
%(1) distmesh2d ( and a s s o c i a t e d f u n c t i o n s ) : persson . be rke l ey . edu/ distmesh
%(2) t r i g r a d i e n t : mathworks . com/ mat labcentra l / f i l e e x c h a n g e /36837
%(3) t r i q u i v e r : mathworks . com/ mat labcentra l / f i l e e x c h a n g e /38856
% VARIABLES/VECTORS/MATRICES
% T: Transmi s s iv i ty o f a q u i f e r (kmˆ2/ yr )
% T2 : Lower t r a n s m i s s i v i t y va lue
% w: Recharge ra t e (mm/ yr )
% n : Poros i ty
% alpha : D i s p e r s i v i t y (km) ( Gelhar , 1992 )
% De : Molecular d i f f u s i o n (kmˆ2/ yr ) ( Flury , 2002)
% c0 : S ta r t i ng s a l n i t y concent ra t i on ( g/ l )
% tend : Total time ( yrs )
% dt : Time step ( yrs )
% cr : Concentrat ion o f the recharge water ( g/ l )
% b : Depth o f a q u i f e r (km)
% pv : ver tex po in t s
% p : Node coo rd ina t e s ( nx2 )
% t : Tr iang l e i n d i c e s ( nx2 )
% elemx : X coo rd ina t e s f o r each element ( nx3 )
% elemy : Y coo rd ina t e s f o r each element ( nx3 )
% bound : Bounding node number ( nx2 )
% Bn#: Index o f each boundary segment in bound ( nx1 )
% Bp#: Index o f each boundary segment in p ( nx1 )
% nodex : coo rd ina t e s f o r xnodes ( nx1 )
% nodey : coo rd ina t e s f o r ynodes ( nx1 )
% E#: Index o f boundary e lements
% topelem : Index o f e lements along top boundary
% bottomelem1 : Index o f e lements along bottom r i g h t boundar ies
% topnodes : Index o f nodes along top boundary
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% bnodes1 : Index o f nodes along bottom r i g h t boundar ies
% randT : Randomly s e l e c t e d e lements to a s s i g n low T
% relem : Recharge e lements
% nnodes : Number o f nodes
% nelem : Number o f e lements
% G: Element conductance matrix ( spar s e nxn )
% d e l t a : area o f element
% rhs : Right hand s i d e vec to r f o r f low equat ion
% h : So lu t i on to gw f low equat ions (h=heads )
% n : Poros i ty
% hx : head grad i en t x d i r e c t i o n with node as ver tex
% hy : head grad i en t y d i r e c t i o n with node as ver tex
% u : v e l o c i t y g rad i en t x d i r e c t i o n on f a c e
% v : v e l o c i t y g rad i ent y d i r e c t i o n on f a c e
% Dx: Late ra l hydrodynamic d i s p e r s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
% Dy: Long i tud ina l hydrodynamic d i s p e r s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
% S : Global s a l i n i t y ” conductance ” matrix ( spar s e nxn )
% P: Time matrix ( spar s e nxn )
% F: Global s a l i n i t y ” conductance ” matrix + time matrix
% rhs2 : Right hand s i d e vec to r f o r ADE
% BV: Ve loc i ty component normal to bottom boundary
% TV: Ve loc i ty component normal to top boundary
% EV: element volume
c l e a r a l l
T = 2 .5 e−3; % kmˆ2/ yr ( k f o r med sands=9e−7 m/s , b=75 meters )
T2 = T;
w = 50 ; %mm/ yr f o r each ” recharge s i t e ”− annual r a i n f a l l i s 2000 mm/ year
w = w∗1e−6; %recharge ra t e (km/ yr )
n = 0 . 4 ; %Poros i ty
alpha = 0 . 5 ; % 0.1−1 km ( Gelhar , 1992 )
De = 3e−6; % 3e−6 kmˆ2/ yr ( Flury , 2002)
c0 = 6 . 3 ; %g/ l
tend = 2000 ; %years
dt = 1 ; %years
cr = 0 ; %Recharge concent ra t i on
b = 0 . 0 7 5 ; %Depth o f a q u i f e r in km (˜75 meters )
%Below i s the code to generate the mesh . For more in format ion , read
%distmesh2d , as i t i s we l l documented i n t e r n a l l y
BBox=[0 ,0 ; 1 0 , 2 0 ] ; %bounding box in which mesh w i l l be p l o t t ed
Edge =0.3 ; %s t a r t i n g edge l ength f o r model ( sma l l e r number=more e lements )
pv=[4 1 ; 2 . 2 11 ; 3 . 5 12 ; 4 . 5 16 ; 7 . 5 19 ; 8 18 ; 7 .75 15 ; 8 . 5 10 ; 5 5 ; 4 1 ] ;
[ p , t ]= distmesh2d ( @dpoly , @huniform , Edge , BBox , pv , pv ) ;
s e t ( gcf , ’ co lo r ’ , ’w ’ ) ;
f i g u r e ( 1 ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ F i n i t e Element Mesh o f Polder 3 2 ’ ) ;
hold on
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%Creates matr i ce s o f x and y va lue s f o r each node o f an element
elemx=[p( t ( : , 1 ) ) p( t ( : , 2 ) ) p( t ( : , 3 ) ) ] ;
elemy=[p( t ( : , 1 ) , 2 ) p( t ( : , 2 ) , 2 ) p( t ( : , 3 ) , 2 ) ] ;
%Below f i n d the boundary edges o f i n t e r e s t . Should work f o r a range o f
%element s i z e s ( Edge va lue s above ) , but may become buggy i f the shape o f
%the mesh i s changed
e = boundedges (p , t ) ; be = unique ( e ) ; %f i n d s bounding edges
nodes=t ; nodex=p ( : , 1 ) ; nodey=p ( : , 2 ) ; %x and y node v ec to r s
bound=p( be ( : ) , 1 : 2 ) ; %Creates vec to r o f bounding node coo rd ina t e s
%bound i s node coo rd ina t e s f o r a l l bounding nodes .
d=max(max( pv ) )/ Edge ;
%loops through v e r t i c e s to f i n d index o f v e r t i c e s ( pvi ) in bound
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
pvi ( i )= f i n d ( pv ( i ,1)==bound ( : , 1 ) & pv ( i ,2)==bound ( : , 2 ) ) ;
end
pvi=pvi ’ ;
%Creates a x and y matrix with l i n e s between v e r t i c e s in pv
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
p2=p o l y f i t ( [ pv ( i ) ; pv ( i +1) ] , [ pv ( i , 2 ) ; pv ( i + 1 , 2 ) ] , 1 ) ;
x ( : , i )= l i n s p a c e ( pv ( i ) , pv ( i +1) ,100) ’ ;
y ( : , i )= po lyva l ( p2 , x ( : , i ) ) ;
end
%Rounds a l l v e c t o r s to tenth
x2=round ( x / 0 . 1 ) ∗ 0 . 1 ;
y2=round ( y / 0 . 1 ) ∗ 0 . 1 ;
bx=round ( bound ( : , 1 ) / 0 . 1 ) ∗ 0 . 1 ;
by=round ( bound ( : , 2 ) / 0 . 1 ) ∗ 0 . 1 ;
%f i n d s index o f each boundary segment in bound . . . bound (Bn1 , Bn2 . . . )
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
eva l ( [ ’ Bn ’ num2str ( i ) ’ = f i n d ( ismember (bx , x2 ( : , i ) ) & ismember (by , y2 ( : , i ) ) ) ; ’ ] ) ;
end
%f i n d s index o f each boundary segment in p . . . p (Bp1 , Bp2 . . . )
j={Bn1 , Bn2 , Bn3 , Bn4 , Bn5 , Bn6 , Bn7 , Bn8 , Bn9} ;
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
eva l ( [ ’ Bp ’ num2str ( i ) ’ = f i n d ( ismember (p ( : , 1 ) , bound ( j {1 , i } ) ) ) ; ’ ] ) ;
end
%Linear index ing f o r bounding e lements
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
eva l ( [ ’ E’ num2str ( i ) . . .
’ = f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound ( j {1 , i } , 1 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound ( j {1 , i } , 2 ) ) ) ; ’ ] ) ;
end
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elemx=elemx ;
elemy=elemy ;
%Subcr ipt index ing f o r bounding e lements
[ E1 , j 1 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn1 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn1 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E2 , j 2 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn2 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn2 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E3 , j 3 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn3 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn3 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E4 , j 4 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn4 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn4 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E5 , j 5 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn5 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn5 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E6 , j 6 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn6 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn6 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E7 , j 7 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn7 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn7 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E8 , j 8 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn8 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn8 , 2 ) ) ) ;
[ E9 , j 9 ]= f i n d ( ismember ( elemx , bound (Bn9 ) ) & ismember ( elemy , bound (Bn9 , 2 ) ) ) ;
j j ={E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 , E5 , E6 , E7 , E8 , E9} ;
f o r i =1: l ength ( pv)−1;
eva l ( [ ’ E’ num2str ( i ) , ’ = unique ( j j {1 , i } ) ; ’ ] ) ;
end
topelem=E4 ;
bottomelem1=[E8 ; E9 ] ;
topnodes = Bp4 ;
bnodes1=unique ( [ Bp9 ; Bp8 ] ) ;
%Below i s where the e lements are chosen to a s s i g n a random t r a n s m i s s i v i t y
%and the e lements are s e l e c t e d f o r the i n j e c t i o n w e l l s
%s e l e c t s random elements f o r lower t r a n s m i s s i v i t y
randT=randperm ( length ( nodes ) , 3 0 0 ) ;
%Uncomment the below code to see which e lements were s e l e c t e d
% f o r i =1: l ength ( randT ) ;
% patch ( elemx ( randT ( i ) , : ) , elemy ( randT ( i ) , : ) , [ 0 . 3 3 2 0 0 .4180 0 . 1 8 3 6 ] ) ;
% drawnow
% end
%i n t e r n a l e lements to a s s i g n recharge va lue s to
relem =[156 939 759 586 680 8 9 8 ] ;
rech e lem=nodes ( relem , : ) ;
f o r i=relem
patch ( nodex ( nodes ( i , : ) , : ) , nodey ( nodes ( i , : ) , : ) , [ 0 1 1 ] ) ;
drawnow
end
%Below i s the g l o b a l f low matr i ce s with p o t e n t i a l l y d i f f e r e n t
%t r a n s m i s s i v i t i e s
nnodes=length (p ) ; nelem=length ( nodes ) ;
G=spar s e ( nnodes , nnodes ) ; % zero matrix in spar s e format : z e r o s (G) would be ” dense ”
f o r elem =1:nelem % i n t e g r a t i o n over one t r i a n g u l a r element
i = nodes ( elem , 1 ) ; j = nodes ( elem , 2 ) ; k = nodes ( elem , 3 ) ;
enodes=nodes ( elem , : ) ; % row o f t = node numbers o f the 3 co rne r s o f t r i a n g l e e
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Pe=[ ones ( 3 , 1 ) , p ( enodes , : ) ] ; % 3 by 3 matrix with rows =[1 xcorner ycorner ]
d e l t a =(abs ( det (Pe ) ) / 2 ) ; % area o f t r i a n g l e (kmˆ2) e = h a l f o f pa ra l l e l og ram area
%betas and gammas are node c o e f f i c i e n t s
b e t a i = nodey ( j ) − nodey ( k ) ;
be ta j = nodey ( k ) − nodey ( i ) ;
betak = nodey ( i ) − nodey ( j ) ;
gammai = nodex ( k ) − nodex ( j ) ;
gammaj = nodex ( i ) − nodex ( k ) ;
gammak = nodex ( j ) − nodex ( i ) ;
%Ass igns t r a n s m i s s i v i t y va lue s based on randT
x = ismember ( i , nodes ( ( randT ) , 1 ) ) ;
i f x==0
G( i , i ) = G( i , i ) + T∗ b e t a i ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammai∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( i , j ) = G( i , j ) + T∗ b e t a i ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammai∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( i , k ) = G( i , k ) + T∗ b e t a i ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammai∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , i ) = G( j , i ) + T∗ be ta j ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammaj∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , j ) = G( j , j ) + T∗ be ta j ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammaj∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , k ) = G( j , k ) + T∗ be ta j ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammaj∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , i ) = G(k , i ) + T∗betak∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammak∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , j ) = G(k , j ) + T∗betak∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammak∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , k ) = G(k , k ) + T∗betak∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T∗gammak∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
e l s e
G( i , i ) = G( i , i ) + T2∗ b e t a i ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammai∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( i , j ) = G( i , j ) + T2∗ b e t a i ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammai∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( i , k ) = G( i , k ) + T2∗ b e t a i ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammai∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , i ) = G( j , i ) + T2∗ be ta j ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammaj∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , j ) = G( j , j ) + T2∗ be ta j ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammaj∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G( j , k ) = G( j , k ) + T2∗ be ta j ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammaj∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , i ) = G(k , i ) + T2∗betak∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammak∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , j ) = G(k , j ) + T2∗betak∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammak∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
G(k , k ) = G(k , k ) + T2∗betak∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + T2∗gammak∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
end
end
%Set boundary c o n d i t i o n s and s o l v e f low equat ion
rhs = ze ro s ( nnodes , 1 ) ;
w elem=rech e lem ;
r r = w∗ d e l t a ; %volume/ time
f o r i = 1 : l ength ( topnodes ) ;
rhs ( topnodes ( i ) ) = 1 ; %Elevat ion o f top boundary (km)
G( topnodes ( i ) , : ) = ze ro s (1 , nnodes ) ;
G( topnodes ( i ) , topnodes ( i ) ) = 1 ;
end
f o r j = 1 : l ength ( bnodes1 ) ;
rhs ( bnodes1 ( j ) ) = 0 . 9 9 6 ; %Elevat ion o f bottom boundary (km)
G( bnodes1 ( j ) , : ) = ze ro s (1 , nnodes ) ;
G( bnodes1 ( j ) , bnodes1 ( j ) ) = 1 ;
end
f o r k=w elem ;
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rhs ( k)= rhs ( k ) + r r /3 ; %Add in recharge to f low equat ion
end
h=G\ rhs ;
%Ca lcu la te f low v ec t o r s f o r nodes and the cente r o f each element
[ hx , hy]= t r i g r a d i e n t (p ( : , 1 ) , p ( : ,2 ) , −h , nodes ) ;
[ u , v]= t r i g r a d i e n t (p ( : , 1 ) , p ( : , 2 ) , h , nodes , ’ face ’ ) ;
u=(u∗T)/n ; v=(v∗T)/n ; %v e l o c i t i e s are in km/ yr
Dx =(alpha ∗abs (u))+De ; Dy =(alpha ∗abs ( v))+De ;
S=spar s e ( nnodes , nnodes ) ;
P=spar s e ( nnodes , nnodes ) ;
f o r elem =1:nelem ;
i = nodes ( elem , 1 ) ; j = nodes ( elem , 2 ) ; k = nodes ( elem , 3 ) ;
enodes=nodes ( elem , : ) ; % row o f t = node numbers o f the 3 co rne r s o f t r i a n g l e e
Pe=[ ones ( 3 , 1 ) , p ( enodes , : ) ] ; % 3 by 3 matrix with rows =[1 xcorner ycorner ]
d e l t a =(abs ( det (Pe ) ) / 2 ) ; % area o f t r i a n g l e (kmˆ2) e = h a l f o f pa ra l l e l og ram area
b e t a i = nodey ( j ) − nodey ( k ) ;
be ta j = nodey ( k ) − nodey ( i ) ;
betak = nodey ( i ) − nodey ( j ) ;
gammai = nodex ( k ) − nodex ( j ) ;
gammaj = nodex ( i ) − nodex ( k ) ;
gammak = nodex ( j ) − nodex ( i ) ;
%ADVECTION
S( i , i ) = S( i , i ) + u( elem )∗ b e t a i /6 + v ( elem )∗gammai /6 ;
S( i , j ) = S( i , j ) + u( elem )∗ b e t a i /6 + v ( elem )∗gammai /6 ;
S( i , k ) = S( i , k ) + u( elem )∗ b e t a i /6 + v ( elem )∗gammai /6 ;
S( j , i ) = S( j , i ) + u( elem )∗ be ta j /6 + v ( elem )∗gammaj /6 ;
S( j , j ) = S( j , j ) + u( elem )∗ be ta j /6 + v ( elem )∗gammaj /6 ;
S( j , k ) = S( j , k ) + u( elem )∗ be ta j /6 + v ( elem )∗gammaj /6 ;
S(k , i ) = S(k , i ) + u( elem )∗ betak /6 + v ( elem )∗gammak/6 ;
S(k , j ) = S(k , j ) + u( elem )∗ betak /6 + v ( elem )∗gammak/6 ;
S(k , k ) = S(k , k ) + u( elem )∗ betak /6 + v ( elem )∗gammak/6 ;
%DISPERSION
S( i , i ) = S( i , i ) + Dx( elem )∗ b e t a i ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammai∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S ( i , j ) = S( i , j ) + Dx( elem )∗ b e t a i ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammai∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S ( i , k ) = S( i , k ) + Dx( elem )∗ b e t a i ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammai∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S ( j , i ) = S( j , i ) + Dx( elem )∗ be ta j ∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammaj∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S ( j , j ) = S( j , j ) + Dx( elem )∗ be ta j ∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammaj∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S ( j , k ) = S( j , k ) + Dx( elem )∗ be ta j ∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammaj∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S (k , i ) = S(k , i ) + Dx( elem )∗ betak∗ b e t a i /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammak∗gammai/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S (k , j ) = S(k , j ) + Dx( elem )∗ betak∗ be ta j /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammak∗gammaj/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
S (k , k ) = S(k , k ) + Dx( elem )∗ betak∗betak /(4∗ d e l t a ) + Dy( elem )∗gammak∗gammak/(4∗ d e l t a ) ;
%TIME MATRIX
P( i , i )=4∗ d e l t a /12 ;
P( j , j )=4∗ d e l t a /12 ;
P(k , k)=4∗ d e l t a /12 ;
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end
%Below f i n d s v e l o c i t y components normal to boundar ies
tn=topnodes ;
bn=bnodes1 ;
ub=abs (T∗hx/n ) ; %magnitude f o r f l u x boundar ies
vb=abs (T∗hy/n ) ; %magnitude f o r f l u x boundar ies
%Find dx f o r boundar ies
f o r i =1: l ength (bn)−1;
bn1dx ( i )=p(bn( i ) ,1)−p(bn( i +1) ,1) ;
end
bn1dx=[bn1dx mean( bn1dx ) ] ;
f o r i =1: l ength ( tn )−1;
tndx ( i )=p( tn ( i ) ,1)−p( tn ( i +1) ,1) ;
end
tndx =[tndx mean( tndx ) ] ;
%Find dy f o r boundar ies
f o r i =1: l ength (bn)−1;
bn1dy ( i )=p(bn( i ) ,2)−p(bn( i +1) ,2) ;
end
bn1dy=[bn1dy mean( bn1dy ) ] ;
f o r i =1: l ength ( tn )−1;
tndy ( i )=p( tn ( i ) ,2)−p( tn ( i +1) ,2) ;
end
tndy=[tndy mean( tndy ) ] ;
%Find a q u i f e r f l u x component normal to the boundary
f o r i =1: l ength (bn ) ;
BV( i ) = ( ( ( vb (bn( i )) .ˆ2+ ub(bn( i ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ) . ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ) ∗ ( 3 / 2 ) ∗ . . .
cos ( atan (((−bn1dx ( i )/ bn1dy ( i ))−( abs ( vb ( i ) )/ ub(bn( i ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
end
f o r i =1: l ength ( tn ) ;
TV( i ) = ( ( ( vb ( tn ( i )) .ˆ2+ ub( tn ( i ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ) . ˆ ( 1 / 2 ) ) ∗ ( 3 / 2 ) ∗ . . .
cos ( atan (((− tndx ( i )/ tndy ( i ))−( abs ( vb ( i ) )/ ub( tn ( i ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
end
%Distance o f l i n e segments between top nodes ˜0 .28
f o r i =1: l ength ( tn )−1;
dtop ( i )= pd i s t ( [ p ( tn ( i ) , 1 ) p( tn ( i ) , 2 ) ; p ( tn ( i +1) ,1) p( tn ( i + 1 ) , 2 ) ] ) ;
end
dtop = [ dtop mean( dtop ) ] ;
%Distance o f l i n e segments between bottom nodes ˜0 .28
f o r i =1: l ength (bn)−1;
dbot ( i )= pd i s t ( [ p (bn( i ) , 1 ) p(bn( i ) , 2 ) ; p (bn( i +1) ,1) p(bn( i + 1 ) , 2 ) ] ) ;
end
dbot = [ dbot mean( dbot ) ] ;
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%Below are the f i g u r e opt ions
%Quiver p l o t o f f low v e c t o r s
f i g u r e (2 )
t r i q u i v e r ( t , p ( : , 1 ) , p ( : , 2 ) , hx , hy ) ; a x i s image
s e t ( gcf , ’ co lo r ’ , ’w’ )
t i t l e ( ’ Head Gradient and Groundwater Flow Vectors ’ )
%Sur face p l o t o f head g r a d i e n t s
f i g u r e (3 )
hf=tr imesh ( t , p ( : , 1 ) , p ( : , 2 ) , h ( : , : ) , ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 . 2 , ’ Faceco lor ’ , ’ in te rp ’ ) ; hold on
colormap ( ’ summer ’ ) ;
c o l o rba r ;
a x i s image ; g r id o f f ; view ( 2 ) ;
s e t ( gcf , ’ co lo r ’ , ’w’ )
t i t l e ( ’ Head Gradient and Groundwater Flow Vectors ’ )
a x i s ( [ 0 10 0 20 0 3 ] ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Ki lometers ’ ) ; y l a b e l ( ’ Ki lometers ’ ) ; z l a b e l ( ’ Head ( Ki lometers ) ’ ) ;
EA=d e l t a ; %Element Area
EV=EA∗b∗n ; %Element volume
RR=w; %recharge ra t e (km/ yr )
rhs2 = ze ro s ( nnodes , 1 ) ;
a l l t i m e =0: dt : tend ;
c o l d=ones ( nnodes , 1 )∗ c0 ;
f o r m=2: l ength ( a l l t i m e ) ;
K=a l l t i m e (m) ;
d e l t a t=a l l t i m e (m)− a l l t i m e (m−1);
F=S+(P∗b/ d e l t a t ) ;
rhs2=P∗b∗ c o l d / d e l t a t ;
rhs2 ( w elem ) = rhs2 ( w elem ) + ( ( cr−c o l d ( w elem ) )∗ (RR∗ d e l t a ) ) ;
% rhs2 ( topnodes ) = rhs2 ( topnodes ) − (TV’ . ∗ dtop ’ . ∗ c o l d ( topnodes ) ) ;
rhs2 ( bnodes1 ) = rhs2 ( bnodes1 ) − (BV’ . ∗ dbot ’ . ∗ c o l d ( bnodes1 ) ) ;
f o r i = 1 : l ength ( topnodes ) ;
rhs2 ( topnodes ( i ) ) = c0 ; %conent ra t i on o f top boundary
F( topnodes ( i ) , : ) = ze ro s (1 , nnodes ) ;
F( topnodes ( i ) , topnodes ( i ) ) = 1 ;
end
s t r=s p r i n t f ( ’ Time yrs (% i ) ’ ,K) ;
c=F\ rhs2 ;
c o l d=c ;
end
%Sur face p l o t o f s a l i n i t y concen t ra t i on s
f i g u r e (4 )
hf=tr imesh ( t , p ( : , 1 ) , p ( : , 2 ) , c , ’ LineWidth ’ , 0 . 1 , ’ Faceco lor ’ , ’ in te rp ’ ) ; hold on
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colormap ( ’ j e t ’ ) ;
c o l o rba r ;
c a x i s ( [ 0 c0 ] ) ;
format shortG
t i t l e ( ’ Groundwater S a l i n i t y (mg/ l ) Change ’ , ’ fontweight ’ , ’ bold ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 0 ) ;
[˜ ]= t e x t l o c ( s t r , 3 , [ ] , [ ] ) ;
s e t ( gcf , ’ co lo r ’ , ’w’ )
a x i s image ; y l a b e l ( ’KM & S/dmˆ{3} ’ ) , x l a b e l ( ’KM’ ) ;
a x i s o f f
g r i d o f f
xl im ( [ 1 1 0 ] ) ; yl im ( [ 0 2 0 ] ) ;
view ( 2 ) ;
s e t ( gcf , ’ co lo r ’ , ’w’ , ’ Pos i t ion ’ , [ 50 50 700 6 0 0 ] ) ;
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